
Bunnik Tours Educational Trip May/June 2012 to Sri Lanka  
 
Day #1: Boarding Singapore Airlines A380 and being directed upstairs definitely put a smile on my 
face, I had a window seat out of the two seats on the left hand side of the plane. Stoked! 
Downstairs had the three seats on each side. Another travel agent names Alison sat next to me, we 
were the only two coming from Sydney and were to meet the others in Singapore when we arrived 
The service as always is my favourite with Singapore Airlines, When the food cart came along, I 
asked for a vodka and orange which she responded she didn’t have any vodka and if there was 
anything else she could get me, which I happily got a lemonade but without persistence after food 
was catered for everyone the steward came back with my vodka and orange. I think it’s the little 
things that stand out.  
We had to change terminals in Singapore for the next flight, so we took the sky train over to 
terminal 1. We looked around for the other Bunnik tour group but couldn’t find them, the stopover 
was a little painful for 5 hours but Singapore Airport is probably one of the best airports I’ve 
experienced, they had a free Wi-Fi lounge area with the sports on the big screen, where you could 
relax and listen along with the speakers in each individual chair, there was a 3 storey slide and a 
rooftop pool as well as a cinema with new releases playing, there was a shower room or even a 
airport hotel room which I would recommend for these long stop over hours.  
We met the Bunnik representatives Adrian, Chloe and Maree along with the SQ representative 
Catherine and another travel agent Robyn in the boarding area for our next flight to Colombo, 
which we all fell asleep before take-off. 
We landed around midnight and were met by Ajit and James from Butterflies who are partnered 
with Bunnik Tours and look after the clients whilst they are in Sri Lanka as well as our tour guide 
Priya. After our meet and greet we were groggily guided through the airport and out the doors to 
where the coach was parked. We arrived at Goldi Sands Beach Hotel and we were greeted with a 
welcome drink and were seated while Priya organised rooms and keys for us and we all had our 
first experience with tipping the baggage boys, 50 rupees per bag was the normal custom. Most of 
us had to change our monies into smaller change at the front desk. I was rooming with Chloe from 
Bunnik Tours who was my age. 
   

 
 
Day #2: The next morning we all were awaken by the loudest thunder I have ever heard at around 
about 5 am which lasted roughly 10 minutes, then apart from it being cloudy you would have never 



thought it had rained. We all met downstairs for buffet breakfast in a covered outdoor area, the 
waiters and waitresses were lovely and kept filling up my coffee cup and we all got to know each 
other a little better, James from Butterflies was on his own educational trip with us, whilst of 
course looking after us he was also seeing what it was like for the clients on their trips. He was 
young and very informative and always on the phone, still working either pre-arranging things for 
us or his normal job back in the office. James and Priya throughout the trip always notified the 
hotels that we were on our way, that the coach to be ready and started up with the air-con blowing 
to pick us up and handling all the monies for tours and beggars, which made things go very 
smoothly and without a hitch. James informed us of the weather and seasonal patterns at Breakfast 
and we realised we were on the wrong side of the island at that time of the year. There is two 
different monsoon seasons, the southwest part of the island gets the rainfall between May and July 
and the northwest gets soaked from December to January. Although this year they were 
experiencing a delay with the rain and had only just started coming down towards the end of May. 
After breakfast we grabbed our cameras and took a walk along the beach taking silly pictures of 
chillies and limes all over the beach, the water was un-swimmable as it was brown and murky and 
many severe under-currents. We were picked up at lunchtime and taken to a Catholic Church; on 
the way Priya mentioned the different religions being Catholic, Hindu, Islamic and Buddhism, 
which is a way of life, as you could believe in Hinduism whilst studying the life of Buddhism.  

  
 

   
 
St Mary’s church had a school that they funded next door which looked after kids that were 
orphaned from the war and left with disabilities, the kids were beautiful and fascinated t seeing 
themselves in my camera and wouldn’t let me leave for ten minutes. After this we head over to the 
fish markets where we saw millions of fish being dried out on the beach from prawns to squids to 



tuna to the lot and the smell was memorable. We walked through the markets checking out all the 
different types of seafood they were selling from live to fresh kill to the ones that dried out on the 
beach next to the markets. Outside the markets they were selling coconuts and fruits. We walked 
around for about 45minutes past the prison and the fisherman’s boats and got a good look at the 
fisherman’s lifestyle, there is one thing about Sri Lankan people is they have a lot of time to stop 
and watch, such friendly people as they always smiled and waved when ever we went by. We 
stopped for a refreshing coconut drink that brought back a lot of memories from the Seychelles.  
Returning to the hotel we jumped in the pool to cool down and had a snooze on the sun beds before 
we were picked up and taken on a boat ride on Gin Oya River 

  
 
Along the river we saw beautiful birds and the flora and fauna on the way to our beautiful barbecue 
dinner which was put together by a local family, we got eat with out hands and shown the proper 
way to “shovel” your food. We danced along to them singing their local songs, which were lovely 
and a great experience.  
 
Day #3: Today was all about elephants, after breakfast and all packed up back on the coach we 
went to Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage, we got to see some tuskers that were badly injured from 
poachers, we got to feed the elephants and then watch them bathe in the river across the road 
(which they had to cross over a zebra crossing) 
 

  
 
 
  



 
 
After Pinnawela we moved onto Minneriya National Park where we got into a Jeep and took our 
journey into the national park trying to spot Leopards, the Giant Squirrel and as many types of 
birds as possible but not forgetting the main attraction of the elephants.  
 

 
 
 

   
 
Moving onto Sigriya Hotel, we checked in and got comfortable before we all rejoined for dinner, 
the view of the Lion Rock and the room was my favourite overall, the room was large and 
comfortable and you can see the view in the picture, it was amazing. 



    
 
Day #4: Climbed the “Lion Rock” The famous and most impressive site in Sri Lanka, originally a 
Buddhist sacred rock was later taken over by King Kaspaya in the 5th Century and built on top of 
for his palace, an incredible climb with steep stairs and something to watch out for with the elderly 
and injured however, our tour guide Priya, said for those who can’t climb it, he takes them to see 
the lakes, fountains and walls of the palace.  
After everyone made it back to the coach we went to the local village and school. We got to hand 
over our gifts to the kids like crayons, textas, balls, colouring-in books and various other donations 
before joining in a local families Sri Lankan lunch with our fingers again.  

We later moved onto Polonnaruwa, the Medieval Capital 
between the 11th and 13th Centuries. Built alongside a large 
artificial lake, there are well-preserved ruins of palaces, bathing 
pools, stupas and exquisite rock sculptures of Buddha at the Gal 
Vihara. Then we had the rest of the afternoon to ourselves so we 
got massages and lay by the pool.  
 
 
Day #5: Out nice and early on the road again with a special 
surprise pit stop at a locals house where she showed us on her 
vintage machines all the different uses for coconuts, as food, oil, 
candle holders, Tupperware containers, spoons (the only cutlery 

they use), rope and how they twisted it together and made it thicker and sturdier, was truly 
fascinating. On the way to Kandy we stopped at Dambulla to have a look at the cave temples on a 
large granite outcrop where we saw lots of Buddha’s carved out of the rock up to 15 metres long. 
Next stop along the way was the spice gardens, as we walked through we were educated on all 
the different spices from nutmeg to cinnamon cardomom, cocoa and vanilla. They treated us with 
hot chocolates, a blend of tea including some of the spices, and facial massages and my favourite 
part a back massage. Heavenly! 
We went next door to have lunch, lots of spicier curries with mango and coconut chicken, it was 
delicious and such a treat in a weird way to eat with your hands.  
Back on the road we stopped at a gems store and our eyes lit up, poor Adrian with a room full of 
girls and gem stones so beautifully crafted and set in silver, all types of gold from rings to 
earrings to necklaces to watches, was my favourite day so far. We moved onto a silk factory 
where they demonstrated the different types and what we would buy on the streets compared to 
what is put on display in their stores and the thread that is used. We also had a chance to stop and 

  



buy scarves or tops or dresses, we could even get a suit or dress custom made and pick it up the 
following day, unfortunately we are all travel agents and didn’t have the money to do so. 
We also went to a Batik factory to have a look at how the fabric can be artistically made and were 
treated by being dressed in the different ways, even saris. 
 

     
 
Arrived at Hotel Suisse in Kandy, which is very popular for weddings and coming homes, which 
is when the bride and groom return from their honeymoon and celebrate with a party put together 
by his mother as a git along with the red dress. If one of these are on in the garden of the hotel 
then it is loud and can last til before midnight, with my music ear plugs on I fell asleep quite early 
but before bed we went to a locals dance show that they put together in the local theatre and went 
through traditional dancing and fire walking. We then visited the Sacred Tooth Relic of Lord 
Buddha temple, it was filled with people and once again it was great being on a tour because our 
tickets were already handled, Priya took us around explaining the temple itself, the way of the 
Buddhist and much more which just made the experience there more fulfilling.  
 

 
 

We were surprised with a lovely outdoor 
table and a large barbecued dinner out in 
the garden that over looked the city. 
Amazing 
This was our only night in Kandy 
unfortunately, it would have been have 
been nice to spend more time here than in 
the next place at Nuwara Eliya 



   
 
Day #6: This morning after Breakfast we were taken to the train station in Kandy, boarding what 
I was expecting a steam train we took a journey through the countryside to a predetermined 
station where the coach picked us up to continue onwards, back on the road we started to climb 
the mountain going past large acres of tea plantations, the tea pickers looked so tiny amongst the 
plants and scattered across the hills, we stopped to take pictures being one of the largest income 
for Sri Lanka the lady tea pickers are quite iconic, we stopped off at a tea plantation and factory 
for a quick cuppa of unblended tea, then we were taken through the process of when the ladies 
come in after picking a minimum of 18kg of tea leaves to the separation and dried process to dust 
that we drink.  

   
 
After climbing the mountain for what felt like hours and hours we finally reached the town of 
Nuwara Eliya and boy was it chilly in comparison, about 8 degrees cooler and the Sri Lankans all 
wore jumpers and long pants especially if they were visiting.  
We took a quick tour around town, that took about 10 minutes all up and we arrived at the very 
British “Grand Hotel” for the next two nights, the rooms were very spacious, with a fruit platter 
and plate of chocolates awaiting us in the room. We had an interconnecting room with two other 
girls in the group. We were on the ground floor on the west wing of the building and the 
restaurants and bars were on the east wing of the building. In the middle there was a bar with a 
billiard room a large lounge area with a piano in the middle and free Wi-Fi. There was a lovely 
day spa ad gym downstairs and a few shops with jewellery, tea, knick-knacks and clothes. We 
had dinner at the Sapphire Club and were entertained by a man who did not sing but whistled the 
tunes of the songs.  



 
Day #7: Today was at our leisure, and quite frankly after our half an hour walk around town, a 
quick grocery shop for Pringles, mars bars, and mentos it was back to the hotel. You could go for 
a horse ride around town or go on those cute paddleboats around the lake or shop for a bargain 
jumper in town. We went back to the hotel got massages, relaxed in the piano room, played 
snooker and ate at the café in the hotel which was lovely and relaxing after all the walking and 
travelling we had done over the last week.  
 
Day #8: Up nice and early this morning for our 8-hour journey back to Colombo, Once every 
month for the full moon they have a public holiday and that fell on this day, Everyone was out 
and about in all the towns that we drove through, we had seen the preparations being set up 
during the week, on this day they were offering food to everyone, local had baked biscuits, meat, 
tea, even had ice creams for everyone, they even stopped our coach so that they could offer their 
food to us, it was so generous especially when they have so little they are so willing to give to 
others, there was music blaring in every town, kids in the streets playing, it just looked like a 
country festival and everyone got involved. Unfortunately in Colombo when we arrived 
everything was closed due to the full moon holiday. We drove around the city for about half an 
hour and saw the White house, and got a brief run down of the wealthy and the poor and the eight 
neighbourhoods. We arrived at Galle Face Hotel where we were staying for the afternoon before 
we had to go to the airport for our 1 am departure. This was the only 5-star hotel we were booked 
into, our rooms, I hope were not for guests actually staying at the hotel, as they were very run-
down and old as well as this foul smell like mould occupied the room, when we asked Priya if 
Bunnik guests always stayed here, he was shocked of our opinion and said that he never had a 
bad review of the hotel, there was another part of the hotel which was much nice and definitely 
met the 5-star standard but we couldn’t get a look in any of the rooms which is a pity. The hotel 
itself was beautiful outside it had a lovely outdoor buffet area and a gorgeous restaurant down on 
the beach, which was where we ate that evening for our farewell dinner. It had a small pool in the 
corner with sun beds and a bar with tables and chairs, would’ve been a lovely place to spend in 
the day time, being that it wasn’t the best time to be on this side of the island it was very windy 
by the beach and the ocean once again was brown and was rough and splashing up the sides of 
the hotel walls.  
Back at the airport trying to change my Sri Lankan money back into Aussie or Singaporean 
dollars and was advised I needed a receipt to change anymore than A$100, to which I said screw 
it as I didn’t have one and was rushing to check-in, later found out Singapore Airport doesn’t 
change Sri Lankan Rupees and had to wait until I got into the city. No worries, we saw the 
Singapore Flyer and looked at Marina Bay Sands from a distance, went to a few food markets to 
try and kill our 12 hour layover in Singapore and decided the rest of the day could be spent 
shopping and having a shower in the shower rooms. Totally recommend if you didn’t pre-book an 
airport room and they were sold out. =) 
 
Enough from me 11 pages is ridiculous, I had a fantastic time! And really enjoyed the 
experience! 
 
Thank you Julia and Gerd 
 
Tiffany  


